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MEAT PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

Strong and accurate, facilitating a
perfect cut through its reliable
operation.

Meat Slicer
High-quality �nish and appearance,
they provide you with �nely minced
meat in total hygiene.

Meat Mincer

Wide range of cutters of unequalled
quality, with capacity from 20L-200L.

Bowl Cutter
Ideal for maintaining a constant
temperature of minced meat.

Refrigerated Meat Mincer

The ergonomics lets you get 
both quality and output with
full safety.

Bone Saw

Ensure good, even chops of 
meat both with and without 
the bone.

Chopper
Tenderizer thick chunks of meat evenly
& e�ortlessly, for better marination 
and cooking.

Tenderizer

Provide you with �nely minced meat in
total hygiene with high-quality �nish
and appearance.

Portioner

Able to cut the meat, the �sh or the
vegetables in di�erent forms (minced,
cube, lamelle, giros, shawarma, kebab)

Dicer
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MEAT PROCESSING EQUIPMENT / ROTISSERIES
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Made entirely of stainless steel, the
RotiRoaster is working with convection
cooking and warm air �ows.

Roti-Roaster
The Star-Clean version is the 
easiest rotisserrie to clean.

Rotisserie Star-Clean
Used to roast open style roast
chickens in "SPATCHCOCK" to 
vary style and �avors.

Open Style Chicken Roster

ROTISSERIES

Flexibility of use ensures a perfect
push and avoids breaking the tripe
while guaranteeing excellence.

Stuffer
Powerful, practical and ensure you
get a homogeneous mix while 
retaining the meat's texture.

Mixer
Di�erent shapes can be obtained just
by changing the forming cylinder: 
square, oval.

Patty Former

Ideal compact machine, made 
to press any kind of meat (beef,-
chicken, turkey, pork…).

Meat Press
For rapid, easy production of excellent
hamburgers, round and well 
compacted, processing beef mince.

Manual Patty Formers
Connected in line to a hamburger
forming machine, this machine changes
them into spherical formats (meatballs).

Meat Ball Maker



BAKERY EQUIPMENT
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Ideal equipment for pizzerias, bakeries
and families. The particular shape of the
spiral allows obtaining a perfectly mixed
dough in few minutes.

Spiral Mixers

All functions are carried out using a
joystick, which allows very simple and
rapid pressing, pressing and cutting,
and knife cleaning.

Baguette Moulder

Special belts designed for bread
slicers. Both belts are moving and
their speed can be regulated.

Bread Slicer (with Motorized Belts)

Cut a piece of raw dough into small
portions &using an oscillating plate,
subsequently roll each piece to obtain
balls of the same weight and shape.

Bun Rounding Dividers

A

P

Valuable aid to the baker because they
automatically dose the precise amount 
of water needed to produce a dough.

Water Doser/Mixer

It allows the full or partial slicing of
loaves (sandwiches, buns).
The cutting height and also the cutting
depth are adjustable.

Horizontal Bread Slicer

Extremely reliable, simple and e�cient
equipment with 8, 15, 20, 30 units, for
3kg, and 8kg of dough capacity.

Dough Divider

A Table top Version. The Cutting is 
made by double from of blades with 
an alternative axial movement. 

Semi Automatic Bread Slicers

Water Chiller
The water chillers serve to cool the water 
destined to the creation of mixtures for 
food products such as bread, pasta, etc.



CONFECTIONERY EQUIPMENT
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Multiple types of donuts such as Ball 
Donut /Ring donut / Old Fashion Donut /
Cruller Donut can be done in this machine.

Doughnut Fryer
Suitable for cake series: Cream cakes,
chi�on cake, sponge cake, sandwich,
roll cake.

Automatic Cake Cutter
Auto Jammer incorporates dual nozzles
which makes clean and accurate insertions
into a wide range of products without 
mess or waste.

Doughnut Jammers

Smallest tabletop confectionery depositor 
available requiring just 950mm width of 
space in which to operate.

Table Top Depositor (without wire cut)
Industrial equipment conceived to 
stamp doughs, replacing manual labour
through a mechanical & automated 
system  allowing higher & continuous 
stamp dough production.

Pie & Tart Machines

Bowl capacity 7-140 liters.
All mixers come with an integrated
timer.

Planetary Mixers
Designed and built to guarantee
exceptionally easy and functional use
in accordance with all the international
safety standards.

Dough Sheeters
A special rolling system and the
possibility to adjust the stainless steel
cylinder allow to handle dough
between 2 and 7 mm thick.

Croissant Moulder

Incorporates an innovative inger
frame mechanism which makes clean
and accurate cuts through hard dough.

Floor type Depositor (with wire cut)



OVENS & PROOFERS / ICE CUBE MAKER 
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ICE TECH SS gourmet full ice cube is the most desired ice 
cube either for the professional or consumer. Ideal to be 
used with soft drinks and spirtis.

ICE TECH SS series are designed for the hospitality 
industry: bars, restaurants, pubs.
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ICE CUBE MAKER 

Ideal solution for the medium-sized
bakery producing a range of products
including tin breads, bloomers, batons,
and French stick.

Bread Plant
Proofer for rotary oven.
Direct Fermentation Proofer

The rack oven bakes to perfection 
and guarantees a consistently even 
bake every time.

Rack Ovens

Controlled Fermentation Proofer

Now with
Option of

Energy Saving
Eco-Touch

Control
Panel

The modular deck oven
guarantees a gentle, mellow bake 
each and every time.

Deck Ovens
10 Tray

4/7/10 Tray Convection Oven has been 
skilfully designed to incorporate all the 
essential functions and features needed.
An optional ECO wash o�er �ve specialist 
cleaning programmers   

Convection Ovens

4 Tray

It allow the baker to save night work. The 
product can be prepared during the day and
the proofer will give it back perfectly leavened 
and ready to bake at a determined time. 



VEGETABLE PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
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Suitable to simultaneously wash and
treat little quantities of products in one,
two or three independent sections.

Washer
Heavy-duty machine that has been
designed to spin dry a wide variety of
even the most delicate food products.

Dryer
Potato peeler for catering, restaurants,
refectories, communities, and supermarkets
and hypermarkets with capacities 5 to 50 kg.

Potato Peeler

Onion&Garlic peelers for catering,
restaurants, refectories, communities,
and supermarkets and hypermarkets
with capacities 5 to 50 kg.

Onion & Garlic Peeler
Hygienic and versatile transverse slicer
suitable for slicing or shredding
various kinds of fruit and vegetables.

Slicer
Three cutting tools of the system allow 
very high lexibility in the choice of 
cutting sizes and shapes.

Dicer

Multi-purpose vegetable cutters can
slice, dice and julienne fruit and
vegetables.

Vegetables Processor
Kitchen food cutter was designed for
mincing, crumbling, cutting, homog-
enizing, kneading, etc.

Vegetables Cutter
Provides a very high �nal yield since the
product is completely sliced in spirals, 
while removing only its unusable top end.

Streamer



COMMERCIAL DISHWASHERS / FRYERS
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Glasswashers are designed
and built to deliver acceptable
results with low running
costs.

Glasswashers are perfect
where space is at a premium.

Glasswashers
Compact, robust and simple
machine with a square 500
mm basket.

Double-skin door and
single-skin walls, a top and
bottom rotating wash/rinse
arm and an in-tank pump
�lter.

Dishwashers

“Hood” type �xed basket
dishwashers are
particularly suited to
restaurants and other
catering businesses
looking for a 500 mm
square basket
dishwasher that is easy
to use and especially
robust.

Dishwashers (Hood Type)
Warewashers are the best
solution for anyone who is
looking for robustness and
simplicity of use combined
with the high e�ciency and
advanced technology.

Utensil Washer

Counter-top electrical fryers
with a single or twin tank.
They have an extractable
electrical box with stainless
steel armoured heating
elements to facilitate tank
cleaning or the servicing of
the electromechanical
components.

Electric Table Top Fryer

The counter-top gas fryers in
the GB / GBD series are 100%
AISI 304 stainless steel, with 10
kW power input and have a
single or twin tank

The V-shaped AISI 304 stainless
steel body has a large “cold
zone” and rounded corners to
facilitate cleaning.

Gas Table Top Fryer
It is characterized by piezo-electric
ignition, for which the power
supply is not necessary and is
composed of 2 tanks, each with an
oil capacity of 17. 

Gas Floor Type Fryer

Electrical fryers have electrome-
chanical temperature control

Has a large “cold zone” to collect
any fried scraps and to avoid fast
deterioration in the organoleptic
properties of the oil.

Electric Floor Type Fryer



PACKING MACHINES
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Semi-automatic L-seal cutting machine 
can convey the products automatically
into shrink tunnel through conveying
belt for shrink packaging after sealing
& cutting.

Shrink Wrapping Machine

Designed to seal carton by applying
adhesive tape.

Carton Sealing Machine
Arch Size (WxH): 850W x 600H mm
Strap width (mm): 6-15

Strapping Machine

Speed of turnplate (r/min): 0 - 12
Film (mm):  LLDPE �lm, width<=500,
out diameter<=280
Pallet size (mm):  Capacity: 2000 kg;

Pallet Wrapping Machine
Ideal for closing pre-made plastic bags
after �lling. Can combine function of
printing as well as gas �ush where
applicable.

Band Sealer

Suitable items: Food item like 
ready meal, meat, �sh, sausage, 
cheese, fruit , vegetables, tofu, 
salad, sandwich, cooked food etc.

Tray Sealer

Manual Net Packaging Machine for
Fruits & Vegetables capable of net
packaging up to 5Kg.

Net Packaging Machine

Sealing Length (mm): 410
Sealing Width (mm): 10
Chamber Dimension (L×W×H) (mm):
450×450×140

Vacuum Packaging Machine



MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT
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Capacity: 2000-5000(kg)
Total Lift Height: 190(mm)

Hand Pallet Truck
Capacity: 1500-2000(kg)
Lift Height: 115(mm)

Electric Pallet Truck
Available in various shapes and sizes,
robust, durable and easy to use.

Supermarket Trolly

Capacity: 1000-2000(kg)
Lift Height: 1500-3000(mm)

Hand Stacker
Capacity: 1200-2000(kg)
Lift Height: 3530-4530(mm)

Electric Stacker

Loading & Unloading Systems are
designed to make the loading and o�
loading operation safer and more
e�cient.

Loading&Unloading Conveyors

Capacity: 1000-1500(kg)
Lift Height: 2500-3000(mm)

Semi Electric Stacker

Width: 460/610/760mm
Height: 0.7m to 1m adjustable

Expandable Conveyors
Working Load (kg): 200-450
Working Height (mm): 5800-16000

Self Propelled Scissor Lift



WEIGHING SCALES
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3000kg x 500gm
Fork length x width: 1150 x 540 

Pallet Weighing Scale

15kg x 1gm (215 X 265mm)
30kg x 2gm (215 X 265mm)

Table Top Scales

2000Kg x 500gm (1000x1000mm)
3000Kg x 500gm (1200x1200mm)
6000kg x 1000gm  (1500x1500mm)
10000Kg x 2000gm (2000x2000mm)

Heavy Duty Platform Scales
150kg x 10gm (450 x 600mm)
300kg x 20gm (450 x 600mm)
600kg x 50gm (600 x 600mm)

Platform Scales

15Kg x 1gm (196x236mm)
30Kg x 2gm (188x226mm)

Waterproof Scales Full 
Stainless Steel Table Top

150kg x 10gm (300 x 400mm)
300kg x 20gm (400 x 500mm)
600kg x 50gm (500 x 600mm)

Waterproof Platform Scales
300Kg x 100gm
500Kg x 200gm

Retail Hanging Scales

30kg x 10gm
Tray size (mm): 440 x290 (SS)

30kg x 10gm
Pan size (mm): 392 x253 (SS)

Supermarket Scales (Weighing With Barcode Label Printing)
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ALE INTERNATIONAL LLC

P3-A06-4, Empire Heights Towers, 
 Business Bay, Dubai, UAE.

 (SALES OFFICE - UAE)

BARNSLEY UNIVERSAL INC

3 - N302, Jebel Ali Free Zone (North),  
P.O.Box 17251, Dubai, UAE.

( HEAD OFFICE  &  LOGISTICS CENTRE )

+971 4 883 3306 +971 4 227 9283

Browse all products online
www.atcoworld.com

WHY US?

Head O�ce & Logistics Centre
Jebel Ali Free Zone (North) Dubai, UAE.

ATCOPACK Stall
Gulfood Manufacturing Dubai, UAE.

- High quality products at a�ordable prices, tried and tested in the marketplace for over 16 years

- Professional management

- Streamlined business processes

- Large inventory of �nished goods and spare parts

- Know-how of the industry & market as a whole to provide the right solution & product for the right application

- Team of professionally trained sales & service engineers who ensure a smooth experience for the customers, right from  

   project consultancy, to supply of the right product, to installation, training and after sales service right product, to 
   installation,  training and after sales service

Productivity, Performance, Safety, Stability, Durability - remain the hallmarks of our products

Please feel free to enquire about related
equipment & customized solutions


